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Abstract. This paper surveys work on ecosystems and open innovation of 

systems in the context of software engineering for embedded systems. The 

primary research goal is to develop a research agenda based on the topics 

identified within the research publications on the topic. The agenda is based on 

a systematic mapping study of 260 publications obtained from digital libraries 

and is influenced by a set of areas of interest, i.e., product lines, open source, 

third party, business models, open innovation, and strategy. The results from 

the study include analysis of the type of research conducted in the field, its 

origin and research contribution. The study identifies the need for more 

solutions to specific open innovation problems such as mapping business 

models to technical platforms; defining open ecosystem processes that foster 

open innovation; and improving how ecosystem players can leverage on tool 

support for open innovation. A direction for future research is also provided. 
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1   Introduction 

Technological advances allow more and more systems to be connected to one another 

nowadays. The technology is straightforward and flexible and removes several 

impediments for innovation and new business opportunities. It has already been 

recognised in the software domain, that an increasing number of companies make 

their products and services available to offer opportunities for extended services and 

increase the value of existing products to customers that exceeds the typical company 

boundaries [1].  

From the engineering perspective however, the challenge is larger and it involves 

to satisfy the compelling needs for more flexibility, shorter time-to-market, and 

greater ability to build systems of systems. We have introduced in our previous work 

[2] a specific form of these systems where plug-ins can be installed in different 

products (i.e., embedded systems) giving them the opportunity to collaborate for 

higher-order functionality or with data-intensive applications. We have highlighted 

the need for new or innovative business models, sustainable networks, ecologies or 
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federations in the embedded systems domain, as they are less flexible and resilient to 

change, than for example in comparison to other domains, like pure software 

products. Some connected topics that both interest us as researchers and the industrial 

community we have interviewed, are software ecosystems, open innovation processes 

methods and tools, organisational and business architectures, product lines, open 

source and third party options for collaborations and sustainability [2].  

Much of the research related to the open-innovation part of ecosystems of 

embedded systems is empirical, and drawn from specific domains, such as mobile 

phones [3] or the automotive [4]. To the best of our knowledge no domain-

independent study exists that aims at understanding the quantities and trends of 

research, types of existing research and contributions on innovation for embedded 

software, its origin and application domains. Conducting research on this topic is 

challenging and no mature examples have been made available to the public or 

reported in scientific publications. The reasons for this are many, for instance that 

these systems are difficult to investigate empirically due to the number of 

stakeholders involved. Therefore, some of the definitions do not have much 

theoretical support and current research is still explorative.  

This paper summarises the results from a systematic mapping study [5] on aspects 

of ecosystems, product lines, open source or third party collaborations and business 

models, open strategic innovations in product development of embedded systems and 

software. The aim is to identify what there is already research on (which research 

domains) and pro-actively explore prospective venues of research. Thus, the study 

maps the existing research and practice in the literature providing a foundation for 

where does the research originate from, what are the trends during the last years, 

which are the main application domains and what kind of research and research 

contributions exist. This information can enhance the researchers’ understanding of 

the quantities and trends in the literature of the area. The mapping study provides an 

overview and quantification of the research contributions in the field, and as reported 

in [5], systematic studies are considered necessary to conduct especially when 

researchers are entering a new or unknown field of research, which is true for the field 

we are interested in. The results help us to define a direction for future research on 

open innovation for embedded systems’ software and their ecosystems. 

The interest in ecosystems and in particular the software ecosystem, has expanded 

beyond company platforms, business models and definitions. The systematic literature 

by Manikas and Hansen [6] focuses primarily on definitions in this context from a 

software engineering perspective. The authors conclude that analytical descriptions 

and monitoring of real-world ecosystems is limited. The consequences are that 

research results do not feed from industry and vice-versa, and that industry misses out 

on innovation improvements and efficiency when is not influenced by research. The 

objective of our research is to improve our understanding on the nature of existing 

research on ecosystems of open innovation and connections between different types 

of research and contributions, primarily from academia and practitioners. Our study 

uses a different strategy and scope compared to study [6]. It examines the literature 

body that includes these notions and the primary contribution is a research agenda that 

can direct future research towards challenges relevant for industry and academia and 

leverage on existing research in the field. 



The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: the next section summarises 

the design of the study, Section 3 describes the findings, Section 4 presents analysis 

of the results, a research agenda, and Section 5 concludes the paper and describes of 

our future work. 

2   Research Method 

A modified version of the systematic mapping process described in [5] was used for 

the study. The process steps and the results (marked in grey) are illustrated in Fig. 1. 

The process contains five distinct steps: planning, scoping (including searching), 

selecting, classifying and mapping. This section is structured according to these steps. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Systematic mapping process and results of the study. 

2.1   Planning 

In the planning phase, we defined the research scope by a set of Research Questions 

(RQ), which is summarised in Table 1. They aim at collecting fundamental 

demographic information that characterises the field.  

Table 1.  Research Questions of the study. 

RQ # Description Evidence 

RQ1 What is the origin of the 

research? 

Identify the affiliations of the authors and specify the 

country from which the publication originates. 

RQ2 Which are the main 

publication venues of the 

research? 

Identify the publication type of the research (book 

chapter, conference paper, journal paper or standard), 

and the primary venues that publish the research. 

RQ3 What is the affiliation of 

the researchers? 

Identify the affiliations of the authors either as academia, 

industry, professional organisation, or governmental. 

RQ4 What is the research 

domain of the research 

conducted? 

Classify the primary research domain(s) where research 

is conducted (many times more than one domain applies 

and domains are identified using the abstract keywords). 

RQ5 When is the research 

conducted? 

Identify the publication year of the research. 



RQ6 What is the application 

domain of the research? 

Identify the application domain(s) of the research, if 

available. 

RQ7 What type of research is 

conducted? 

Classify papers according to the research type facets 

(Table 3) as described in [7]. 

RQ8 What is the contribution of 

the research conducted? 

Classify papers according to the research contribution 

(Table 4) as described in [8]. 

2.2   Scoping 

The research questions guided the second phase (scoping) where the search scope was 

defined. The search scope included a set of scientific databases as data sources, 

namely ACM, Springer Link, Engineering Village, Science Direct and IEEE Explore 

digital libraries. As recommended in [5] we defined the search string by performing 

iterative search of publication databases and evaluating the results each time. The 

search string was revised and modified accordingly based on the quality of the results 

obtained.  

The final search string was: “embedded AND  (software OR system) AND 

("product development") AND  (ecosystem OR "eco system" OR "eco-system" OR 

"product-line" OR "product line" OR productline OR "open-source" OR "open 

source" OR "third party" OR "third-party") AND ("business model" OR "business-

model" OR businessmodel OR "innovation system" OR "open innovation" OR 

"strategic innovation")”.   

This search string was designed to target papers in the domain of product 

development embedded systems, dealing with software-related systems, and then 

qualify them in aspects of ecosystems, product lines, open source software, third party 

or business models, or innovation. The same search string was applied to the selected 

databases, where we searched the full paper, abstract and keywords. In total we 

identified 73 papers from ACM Digital library, 294 papers from Springer Link, 5 

papers from Engineering Village, 558 papers from Science Direct and 192 papers 

from IEEE Xplore digital library. The search scoping data is summarised in Table 2. 

Table 2.  Search scoping and selection results from the study. 

Database Resulting Papers Included Papers 

ACM 73 18 

Springer Link 294 25 

Engineering Village 5 4 

Science Direct 558 109 

IEEE Xplore 192 104 

Total 1122 260 

2.3   Selecting 

As keyword searches are considered to be too coarse-grained [5], a more precise 

selection method must be applied to identify the most relevant publications. Two 



researchers carried out this step independently and any differences were discussed 

until an agreement was reached. 

In the selection phase the primary studies were selected by the application of the 

following inclusion/exclusion criteria that the researchers defined together:  

1. Exclude search results that contain "Table of Contents", "Contents", "Index", 

"Front Matter", "Proceedings", or "from the editor" in the title, or have an empty 

title, are duplicate results, or are interviews, standards, full books, encyclopaedia 

sections, dictionary sections, or written in other languages than English. 

2. Include search results that contain in the title something near any of the terms 

"software", "development", "embedded", "product" or "system". 

3. Include search results that contain in the title something near any of the terms 

"innovation", "business", or "market" and check if in the list of keywords of the 

publication any of the terms  "software",  "development", "embedded", "product" 

or "system" appear. ‘Something near’ here, implies a subjective selection that 

required discussions before an agreement could be reached. 

4. Screen the abstracts of the papers that after conducting steps 1-3 a disagreement 

between the researchers is reached and resolve the conflict by deciding which 

ones to include or exclude in the final paper selection.  

5. Exclude papers where the full text was not available for the synthesis part only (3 

papers from Science Direct). 

The searching and screening steps should include all papers that match the search 

criteria and exclude papers deemed as ‘not relevant’ for the study. Parts of the 

screening process was subjective and sometimes discussions where required to reach 

an agreement. In the screening step the disagreement level was low, less than 3%.  

The process finished with 18 papers from the ACM, 25 papers from the Springer 

Link, 4 papers from the Engineering Village, 109 papers from the Science Direct and 

104 papers from the IEEE Xplore digital library, all together 260 studies. Table 2 

summarises how the number of studies evolved during the process. 

2.4   Classifying  

In the classification step, the abstracts were processed to validate that the search string 

used was meaningful and helped in the definition of the classification scheme (i.e., 

ensured that the scheme takes the type of words used in the studies into account). Text 

mining was used to derive major topic clusters and derive preliminary hierarchies, 

i.e., lists topics that frequently appear. Then, keywording was used to identify the 

primary concepts (keywords) found in the abstracts of the publications, extracting 

topics of interest. The papers were classified based on a set of classification schemes 

(related to the RQs in Table 1 and explained in the last column). Tables 3 and 4 

summarise the type of research facet [7] and type of research result [8] (or 

contribution) in software engineering. 

Table 3.  Type of research as described in [7].  

Type  Description 

Validation Techniques investigated are novel and have not yet been implemented in 



research 

papers 

practice. Techniques used are for example experiments, i.e., work done in the lab. 

Papers investigate the properties of a solution proposal that has not yet been 

implemented in practice. The solution may have been proposed elsewhere, by the 

author or by someone else. The investigation uses a systematic, thorough, 

methodologically sound research setup. Possible research methods are 

experiments, simulation, prototyping, mathematical analysis, mathematical proof 

of properties, etc. 

  
Evaluation 

research 

papers 

Techniques are implemented in practice and an evaluation of the technique is 

conducted. That means, it is shown how the technique is implemented in practice 

(solution implementation) and what are the consequences of the implementation 

in terms of benefits and drawbacks (implementation evaluation). Papers identify 

problems in industry. 

  
Solution 

proposal 

papers 

A solution for a problem is proposed, the solution can be either novel or a 

significant extension of an existing technique. The potential benefits and the 

applicability of the solution is shown by a small example or a good line of 

argumentation. Papers propose a solution technique and argue for its relevance, 

without a full-blown validation. The technique must be novel, or at least a 

significant improvement of an existing technique. A proof-of-concept may be 

offered by means of a small example, sound argument, or some other means. 

  
Philosophical 

papers 

Papers sketch a new way of looking at existing things by structuring the field in 

form of a taxonomy or conceptual framework. 

  
Opinion 

papers 

Papers express the personal opinion of somebody whether a certain technique is 

good or bad, or how things should been done. They do not rely on related work 

and research methodologies. Papers contain the author’s opinion about what is 

wrong or good about something, how we should do something, etc. 

  
Experience 

papers 

Explain on what and how something has been done in practice. It has to be the 

personal experience of the author. Papers' emphasis is on what and not on why. 

The experience may concern one project or more, but it must be the author’s 

personal experience. The papers should contain a list of lessons learned by the 

author from his or her experience. Papers in this category will often come from 

industry practitioners or from researchers who have used their tools in practice, 

and the experience will be reported without a discussion of research methods. 

The evidence presented in the paper can be anecdotal. 

Table 4.  Type of research results in software engineering as described in [8].  

Type  Description 

Procedure or technique New or better way to do some task, such as design, implementation, 

measurement, evaluation, selection from alternatives. Includes operational 

techniques for implementation, representation, management and analysis, but 

not advice or guidelines. 

  
Qualitative or descriptive 

model 

Structure or taxonomy for a problem area; architectural style, framework, or 

design pattern; non-formal domain analysis. Well-grounded checklists, well-

argued informal generalisations, guidance for integrating other results. 

  
Empirical model Empirical predictive model based on observed data. 

Analytic model Structural model precise enough to support formal analysis or automatic 

manipulation. 



  

Notation or tool Formal language to support technique or model (should have a calculus, 

semantics, or other basis for computing or inference). Implemented tool that 

embodies a technique. 

  
Specific solution Solution to application problem that shows use of software engineering 

principles – may be design, rather than implementation. Careful analysis of a 

system or its development. 

Running system that embodies a result; it may be the carrier of the result, or 

tis implementation may illustrate a principle that can be applied elsewhere. 

  
Answer or  judgement Result of a specific analysis, evaluation, or comparison. 

Report Interesting observations, rules of thumb. 

2.5   Mapping 

With the classification schemes in place the publications were mapped on them. 

Again, this step was carried out independently by two researchers and any differences 

were discussed until an agreement was reached.  On average the disagreement level 

was around 30% (79 studies were analytically discussed). From the studies that were 

analytically discussed, there were 6 papers for which classification was not possible. 

These papers were either part of a book (not a single book chapter and not a full book 

and thus were not excluded in the first step of the Inclusion/Exclusion process) or 

could not be analysed as stand-alone publications. Thus, these papers were reported as 

“None”, “Other” or “NA”. The map was used to create different frequency plots, to 

answer the RQs (Table 1) and highlight a direction for future research (Table 7).  

3   Findings 

This section reports on the study’s findings obtained from the classification and 

mapping. The classification was based on the kind of data that we found about the 

publications and we present the results according to the RQs (Table 1). 

RQ1: What is the origin of the research? The researchers scanned the studies and 

produced a list of countries based on the affiliations of all authors. The count was 

based on the number of papers affiliated with each one of the authors for each country 

(i.e., one count was made for a country per paper if one of the authors’ affiliation 

originated from that country). 42 unique countries were identified and the top 

countries publishing in the area were: USA (24%), Germany (17%), Sweden (10%), 

UK (10%), and Finland (10%). More than 60% of the research originates from one of 

these countries; an indication that the field does not attract worldwide attention.  

RQ2: Which are the main publication venues of the research? The researchers 

identified first the publication type (book chapter, conference paper, journal paper or 

standard) and then there the top venues publishing the research were found. The total 

unique publication venues found was relatively high, 112, which shows that the 

research is scattered in many publication venues. Most of the research is published in 

journals (54%) and more than one third of the papers appear in conference 



proceedings (36%). We collected the h5-index values as reported in Google Scholar 

of the top venues (accounting for 29% of the total publications). The papers’ venues 

were highly ranked and even though no specific publication venues exist, they 

represent qualitative publications and results present some additional value. 

RQ3: What is the affiliation of the researchers? The researchers classified the 

origin of the research contribution to one or more affiliation categories. The results 

are shown in Table 5. In total 249 papers are listed, as 2 papers included the 

combination of affiliations industry, academic and professional organisation and 9 

papers could not be classified due to lack of information (affiliation was not reported 

and could not be found from searching the internet). 

Table 5.  Answer to RQ3: What is the affiliation of the researchers? 

Affiliation Academic Industry Professional organisation Governmental  

Academic 167 - - - 

Industry 31 30 - - 

Professional organisation 5 2 7 - 

Governmental 5 0 0 2 

Total (249) 208 32 7 2 

 

The majority of the affiliations are academia and the type of research they carry out 

is mostly evaluation research (34%) and then philosophical papers (21%). More rarely 

validation research (10%) and solution proposals (9%) appear in their work. As 

expected, academics dominate in the publications (they are typically more interested 

in publishing than industry), the number of authors that originate industry is 

considered high. The research carried out by industrial authors is distributed in 

various types of research. In some cases, industrial partners didn’t co-author papers, 

i.e., they appear in the acknowledgements’ section and thus the real industry 

participation in the field is not corresponded in our data.  

RQ4: What is the research domain of the research conducted? The union of the 

domains listed by each researcher individually while scanning the papers is reported. 

A ranking scheme was used to prioritise to primary, secondary and tertiary domains. 

Table 6 shows the results. Innovation research is the domain that has received the 

least attention regarding solutions. The results have highlighted the interest in the 

field of research from both academia and industrial practitioners and researchers, but 

an indication was visible on lack of specific solutions, answers and judgements of 

specific questions and implementations is needed. 

Table 6.  Answer to RQ4: What is the research domain of the research conducted? 

Domain Primary domain Secondary domain Tertiary domain  

Product 91 34 2 

Software 88 31 5 

Innovation 0 24 0 

Business 0 15 0 

Other 1 154 253 

Total 180 259 260 

 



RQ5: When is the research conducted? The researchers identified the 

chronological year that the publications were available. Most of the research is 

conducted in the past few years (2007-2013) as shown in Fig. 2. There is an 

increasing number of publications happening in years after 2007 on the topic, a peak 

was reached in 2012 and then it decreased for the next year (2013). This is primarily 

due to the timing of this study and the limited availability of more recent articles from 

the scientific databases.  

  
Fig. 2. Answer to RQ5: When is the research conducted? 

 

RQ6: What type of research is conducted? The researchers collected all the 

application domains the papers belonged to. 45% of the papers belonged to 41 unique 

domains and the predominant domains found were 12% open source, 10% 

manufacturing, 8% telecom and mobile phones, 7% automotive and 6% information 

systems. 

RQ7: What type of research is conducted? Two researchers individually classified 

the papers based on the type facets as described by Wieringa at al. [7]. While papers 

were classified individually, the researchers resolved all disagreements by thoroughly 

discussing the papers and the consolidated results are reported in Fig. 3 They provide 

an indication on what kind of research is conducted in the particular field. The 

majority of the research is found in the category of evaluation research and then 

philosophical papers follow.  

 
Fig. 3. Answer to RQ6: What type of research is conducted? 



 

RQ8: What is the contribution of the research conducted? Two researchers 

individually classified the papers in terms of research contribution based on the 

categories described by Shaw [8] and any disagreements on the classification were 

resolved by discussing the papers. The consolidated results are shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Answer to RQ8: What is the contribution of the research conducted? 

4   Analysis and Discussion  

This section includes an analysis of the results, presented as synthesis from selected 

observations that lead up to an agenda for directing future research. 

4.1   Analysis of the results 

The literature collected contributes mostly in identifying requirements and ways to 

manage change in business environments, and assess the evolution of technologies 

due to this change. One example, is the framework (presented in [9]) “for 

understanding innovation management as digital technology is integrated in 

traditionally physical products” which discusses issues like organising logic, market 

dynamics and architecture design. The literature study showed that product innovation 

and IT innovation have a significantly different and competing outlook on innovation. 

For instance, product innovation cultivates centralised firm control while the IT 

innovation ecosystem supports network centricity and creation of digital options. A 



consequence mentioned in horizontally structured industries, networked collaborative 

environments with highly non-linear open innovation processes, is that governance 

mechanisms are useless. The CEO of a company (co-authoring [10]) overseeing 

methodology, software and strategy for the company’s products, confirms the theory 

in [11] that differentiates business for software innovation into primary and secondary 

innovations. Innovation is expressed as applied knowledge, and results in the 

following four types of innovation: new and competitive architecture, organisational 

capability, product platform and, finally, product family and product. These need to 

be aligned to become the “source of innovation extensions that will keep the 

architecture alive for a realistic commercial timeframe” [11]. An interesting 

observation is that “organizational processes for the adoption of open innovation are 

reliant on practices for closed innovation” [12]. 

The topic of innovation and performance enhancement of the offerings provided by 

organisations if opened to external partners is also discussed. Among the benefits, 

services, as mentioned in [13], are to be improved in descending order from the 

collective contribution of customers, suppliers and competitors. The first are the only 

ones to actually contribute to the development of new innovative services, while 

universities and consultants are reported as not likely to immediately effect innovation 

performance, at least in the specific services industry. In other cases, a survey 

conducted on software product companies [14] showed that their biggest challenge to 

growth was not technical, but related to management and marketing. The competence 

of the personnel is a contributing factor, but also the networks developed in particular 

for younger companies are important for improvement. Other factors that enable new 

product development management argued, are for example the degree of networks 

coupling in collaboration environments, while negative effect is attributed to high 

rates of entry and exit of parties [15].  

Most of the research describes how a solution is implemented and what are the 

consequences, i.e., benefits and drawbacks, and many times industrial problems are 

identified. Another aspect found in the literature is that risks are highlighted for 

businesses opening up to outsiders, third parties, or open source communities, but also 

benefits from doing so. The common risks mentioned are related to intellectual 

property rights, interoperability, ownership, control, cost of adaptation, technology 

evolution and complexity, market shift, and cover legal, managerial and business 

aspects. Many cases report open innovation processes (e.g., outside-in, inside-out and 

coupled [12]), methods (e.g., agile and knowledge management [16]) or policies (e.g., 

selectively revealing code [17]) and tools (e.g., cloud-computing for collaboration 

spaces [18]). In [18] challenging new requirements for complex industrial 

infrastructures and products are emphasised that “require added manufacturing know-

how along the value chain to drive the next level of operational efficiency and 

performance. The development of these complex interlaced systems over the entire 

product lifecycle represents an increasing challenge for all manufacturers and their 

suppliers.”   

In the literature we found most of the above aspects are highlighted from a single 

industry or company perspective and only in a few studies are ecosystems and 

systems of ecosystems discussed. A study [19] conducted with decision makers from 

European companies showed that even though they “look to open innovation for value 

creation and capture, there is still a desire to remain self-reliant” and thus limited 



cases exist on decision making together with value network partners. A few examples 

of mentioning collaborative and across-company networks with multiple players exist 

and we exemplify them next. The glocal enterprise notion [18] is about “value 

creation from global networked operations and involving global supply chain 

management, product-service linkage, and management of distributed manufacturing 

units”. In particular domains, even after several years of development “the concrete 

result of the open innovation process seems rather scarce” [20]. In product lines, a 

requirement would be that the software needs to carry more information than 

traditional software packages [21], and a lot of work needs to be done on the 

coordination and management regarding the federation aspect. In [22] it is mentioned 

that “the power of the platform leader depends on the degree of dependence of other 

agents in the ecosystem of platform leaders” and based on examples in the US IT 

industry the authors try to understand better the role of the platform leader in the 

business ecosystem. In [23] cases are indicated where companies became more 

flexible and applied more free managerial practices based on the expectations of open 

source communities while in [24] the theoretical gap of business ecosystems and 

network structures, strategy and evolution is emphasised.  

4.2 Research Agenda 

Based on the discussion above we have identified areas that require additional 

research. Clearly, ecosystems for embedded software require additional research to 

better understand innovation, business, and organisational aspects for that specific 

area.  Miller and Morris [11] describe innovation in two levels; primary innovation 

that creates a new competitive architecture based on knowledge from existing markets 

and products, which requires new organisational capability to transform innovations 

into products. The primary innovations are prerequisites for efficient open-innovation 

of products, that is, secondary innovations in the ecosystem. 

The product is based on a product platform, which is a reflection of the 

organisational capabilities and forms the basis for product families. More specifically, 

better understanding of the mechanisms for primary innovations, that is, the learning 

knowledge processes that form the innovation system, its organisational and 

architectural aspects in an ecosystem context, is needed and how capabilities can be 

transformed into supporting ecosystem platforms.  

Table 7 presents an agenda with research topics that target the primary 

innovations as discussed above. The research focus is initially on learning from 

existing product platforms and ecosystems, which is reflected in the agenda. New 

knowledge is the basis for primary innovations. Based on new knowledge the 

community can innovate solutions, such as specific patterns, methods and techniques, 

which can then be validated. The items on the agenda are thus concerned with 

deriving knowledge about the competitive architecture and organisational capability 

for open innovation. 

Table 7.  Research agenda. 

Topic Research need 



Software 

innovation 

In the context of software ecosystems we need to further understand the 

competitive architecture and organisational capabilities that foster open-

innovation, for example, investigate if some specific ecosystem structures 

better support software innovation than the rest. 

  
Competitive 

architectures 

for 

innovation 

An important aspect of the innovation system is the competitive architecture. 

We need to better understand the transition from learning about existing 

products and markets to knowledge and further to the definition of a new 

competitive architecture in ecosystems. Beyond defining the architecture, 

what descriptions (e.g., technical, architectural, quality assurance) are parts of 

the organisational capability that enable open innovation in a software 

ecosystem?  

  
Process 

flexibility in 

the ecosystem  

One important aspect of the competitive architecture and organisational 

capability that we may learn from existing markets and product families is 

which kind of ecosystem processes support software innovation across 

domains and players. There is currently a lack of generalizable results here. 

  
Ecosystem 

procedures 

and 

techniques 

On a more detailed level, we may derive knowledge from studies about 

procedures and techniques that support innovation in ecosystems that could 

be part of the organisational capabilities and strengths. 

  
Business 

innovation 

for software 

The other important aspect of innovation in ecosystems is business 

innovation, which could be equally useful for the creation of new 

organisational capability. For a start we need to research best current practices 

for business innovation in the software domain. Currently there are no general 

answers to what works and what doesn’t as existing knowledge is based on 

single data points reported by industry or academia in experience papers.  

  
Business 

environments 

for 

innovation in 

ecosystems 

On the more detailed level business agreements with respect to relationships 

and operations that enable software innovation and collaboration across 

organisational borders are currently not well understood and more research is 

required. Ensuring understandability and analysability require support from 

models and it is unclear which business environment characteristics need to 

be included in such models, for example size, type of offering, resources, 

existing and planned networks, roles. 

  
Business 

processes and 

software 

innovation 

The final capability we include in our agenda is concerned with 

understanding how ecosystem processes and practices support business 

innovation and software innovation combined. Jansen et al. [25] categorises 

processes into five core areas (i.e., governance, R&D, software product 

management, marketing and sales, consulting and support services). Thus, 

further research is needed for them to be better understood in the context of 

open-innovation in ecosystems. 

5   Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper is the first step in charting the research on ecosystems and open innovation 

of systems in the context of software engineering for embedded systems based on the 

specific research questions we posed. We have identified several areas researched and 

others that require additional research. The systematic map provides and overview of 



this field of research that includes information about the origin of the research, 

publication venues, and publication frequency from 1993 until when this research was 

conducted (early 2014). In addition the map emphasized on the type of research 

conducted, the research and application domains and the research results and 

contributions achieved. The map was analysed for trends and patterns. 

Overall, the result shows that the field is an emerging field of research. The type 

of research is primarily explorative, that is, philosophical, experience or evaluation 

research producing reports, opinions, or descriptive models from specific parts of the 

world. Finding concrete answers to most questions the studies we found pose is very 

difficult, something that our analysis confirms. Here lies the community challenges 

and thus, we provide a research agenda based on the mapping analysis. In the future, 

we plan to extract more results from the systematic study conducted and present them 

in an extended publication. 
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